NaviSuite
A complete software toolbox
for subsea survey and engineering

To cut a long survey story short
A complete software solution for virtually any
subsea survey or engineering operation
through an advanced multipurpose software suite

Making data headway
NaviSuite constitutes a complete, advanced multipurpose suite of
software products for virtually any subsea survey or engineering
operation. It will streamline your business through reduced costs,
increased efficiency and improved results.

Covering the entire spectrum of offshore
applications
From ROV- and vessel-based surveys to multibeam and single
beam echo sounder operations, and everything in between, the
five products composing NaviSuite cover the complete spectrum
of offshore applications as well as the entire data workflow, from
data acquisition through to post-processing.
Selecting NaviSuite means reduced procurement and training
costs through standardisation on a single software suite, regardless of application or equipment type. You can choose between a
number of standard bundles dedicated to specific applications or
tailor your own setup by selecting between the various products
and features offered in NaviSuite.

A perfect match for small- and large-scale setups
through scalability in terms of data set size and number of
users

data sets of unlimited size and still get the same high quality of the
end result.

More flexible workflow and complete traceability
through the use of raw data throughout the workflow

Scalability in terms of number of users means that NaviSuite is as
easily applied to comprehensive network installations with multiple
users on board and on shore as it is to single user setups.

More efficient data processing
through various automatic features and analysis tools

More than 400 sensor drivers – with new ones being added as new
technology is introduced – ensure that even the widest equipment
spread is supported. This removes the need for combining several
different equipment-specific software solutions and consequently
also the risk of errors caused by working with different formats and
interfaces.

High-quality end results
through real-time quality control and data overview

Easy integration with other software solutions
through import and export of standard data formats

Let the software do most of the work

Support of even the widest equipment spread

NaviSuite offers a great variety of automatic features and analysis
tools that eliminates the risk of deviations and errors that manual
processes can cause and allows the team to focus their efforts on
tasks that require a human touch.

Future-proof investment

through more than 400 sensor drivers

through the possibility of subscribing to a maintenance and
24/7 support programme

Perfect match for both small- and large-scale setups
Scalability in terms of data set size means that you can work with

NaviSuite
products

NaviPac

NaviScan

NaviEdit

NaviModel

NaviPlot

NaviPac is the NaviSuite workhorse. It
provides navigation information and
positioning calculations in support of
any offshore task. Features include:

NaviScan acquires data from all major
pipe/cable trackers and sonars on
the market, including multibeam echo
sounders, scanning and profiling
sonars and conventional side-scan
sonars. Features include:

NaviEdit allows for editing of overall
survey settings, raw sensor data and
geodetic settings. Features include:

NaviModel offers high-performance
digital terrain models in 2D, 3D and
4D. The software features hightech tools for model analysis and
manipulations. Features include:
• 3D object integration

NaviPlot allows for easy and
professional layout of survey data
on paper charts, increasing speed
of chart production, including series
production of alignment-based
charts. Features include:

• Unlimited model sizes

• KP alignment sheets

• Inspection and eventing

• Survey report layout

• Automatic cleaning (S-CAN)

• Multipage report generation
• Legends and annotations

• Batch processing

•A
 nalysis and calculation tools
(volume/area, cross/length profile, etc)

• Processing of third-party data

• Video and GIS integration

Navigation and positioning

•S
 upport of all equipment on the
market
• Navigation display with overlays
• 2D and 3D display
• Multivessel, multiobject operation
• Survey planning
• Sensor instrument recording
• Sensor validation (Kalman filtering)
• Real-time survey quality control
• High-precision time tagging

Sonar data acquisition

•S
 ide-scan and multibeam
acquisition
• Real-time sensor monitoring
• Sensor-compensated real-time DTM
• Sonar coverage display
• Sonar waterfall display
• 2D and 3D real-time display

Survey data editing

• Project file management
• Editing of overall survey parameters
• Graphical tools for sensor data editing
•A
 utomatic despiking, advanced spline
and Kalman filters, etc
•M
 anual, semi-automatic and fully
automatic editing

4D modelling and visualisation

• Point cloud stitching

Chart production

• AutoCAD integration

Standardisation on a single solution is of
strategic importance to us, and after thorough
evaluation, we have selected EIVA’s suite of
online products as the best fit for us.
Hugh Ferguson,
Projects and Operations Director – Life of Field, Subsea 7

Applications
The numerous features of the NaviSuite products make the
software suite the perfect match for countless applications,
covering operations both above and below water level.
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Multibeam surveys and
seabed mapping
•	Real-time digital terrain model and use of raw data
throughout the workflow ensure high-quality results
•	Manual and automatic cleaning features vastly reduce
man-hours spent on post-processing

Hydrographic surveys
•	One software solution combining all sensor data ensures
minimised setup costs
•	Flexible route planning and on-the-fly quality control
reduce risk of downtime

Structure and seabed
inspection

Permanent monitoring
− NaviSuite Edulis

•	Point cloud stitching, 3D visualisation, cleaning and
editing of eg scanning sonar and LIDAR data make for
high-quality end results

•	4D visualisation of models, calculation of scour
development over time and automatic reporting ensure
comprehensive overview at vastly reduced costs

•	Synchronisation of video, sonar data and events
increases post-processing efficiency

•	3D digital terrain model and cross profiles of the scour
area combined in one view equal detailed visualisation of
sonar data

Data management and GIS

Subsea positioning

•	Use of external maps and other 2D or 3D overlays
simplifies integration with other data sources

•	Real-time monitoring of vessel, subsea objects and
structures allows for more time-efficient operations

•	Export to GIS formats saves time and eliminates risk of
flawed data

• Highly visual 2D and 3D views reduce risk of errors
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Side-scan surveys
•	Mosaic functionality and real-time display of data,
including waterfall and multifrequency support, mean
more efficient operations
•	One-click target creation functionality enables easy
target identification on the fly or during post-processing

Pipeline and cable route
inspection – NaviSuite Nardoa
•	Integration of 3D sonar, video and tracker data provides
a detailed and complete data overview
•	Manual and assisted event categorisation tools make for
flexible and time-efficient operations

By means of the S-CAN feature, we
have reduced the time spent on cleaning
by more than 25 percent, and we obtain a
far better overall result.

EIVA software is one of the best
hydrographic survey software solutions I
have worked with due to its flexibility and
user-friendliness.

Per Norvald Boge,
Lead Data Processor, DOF Subsea

Obadaye Daniel,
Project Surveyor, Tilone Subsea Limited
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Permanent
monitoring
- NaviSuite Edulis

2D seismic surveys

•	Automated monitoring of jack-up leg enables early
detection of incidents

Template and
foundation
placement

•	Real-time position of tugs and barge/rig, centralised
control and wide choice of communications technology
make for more efficient operations

Rig move and
anchor handling

•	Real-time monitoring of crane and foundation position
ensures rapid and precise installation of structures

Subsea
positioning

•	2D and 3D simulation of subsea objects reduces the
risk of unforeseen incidents

Structure and
seabed inspection

Template and foundation
placement

Pipeline and cable
route inspection
- NaviSuite Nardoa

Rig move and anchor
handling
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NaviPac Lite
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Side-scan surveys

Hydrographic
surveys

ROV multibeam
surveys

Feature list

Surface multibeam
surveys

Visit www.eiva.com/navisuite
to see video screen captures
of the applications
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Optional extras
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Catenary module
Lay module
Chase boat/Fast route craft (FRC) module
Barge module

x

Tug module

x
x

3D pipeline and cable route inspection module
S-CAN cleaning module

x

x

x

2D seismic surveys

Dredging

•	Positioning of streamer by means of compasses,
depth sources and tail buoy equals more time-efficient
surveys

•	Real-time visualisation of bucket movement, digging
in a 3D digital terrain model with target profile, enables
high-precision, time-efficient operations

•	Intuitive interface and dedicated trigger electronics
allow for complete control of multiple seismic air guns

•	Intuitive and simple interface means that the operator
will not need special training
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Scour sonar acquisition module

x

Template and foundation positioning module
ATTU time-tagging unit

x
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NaviSuite Seismic Trigger topside unit
1 NaviSuite Uca consists of a NaviPac and NaviModel bundle. You can upgrade NaviSuite Uca with the complete NaviSuite package for on-shore

monitoring and modelling

2 NaviScan needed for multibeam echo sounder and side-scan sonar operations
3 NaviEdit is suitable for final position reporting etc
4 S-CAN recommended for large multibeam echo sounder seabed surveys
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Non-sequential workflow revolving
around raw data
From online data acquisition to offline post-processing, NaviSuite
covers the entire data workflow during survey and engineering
operations in a continuous, non-sequential process. You are not
limited to a step-by-step procedure, and flexibility is increased, as
multiple users can work on the same data set simultaneously.
Raw data are applied throughout the workflow, which means you
are ensured complete traceability and are able to correct the setup
and data at any time without having to repeat your every step. This
eliminates the need for data conversion and offers a more flexible
workflow.

Real-time quality control and data overview

Since EIVA software was introduced
in NPCC in 2005, it has played a vital
role in all our survey activities viz barge
positioning, navigation, geophysical data
acquisition, ROV and post-processing.

to redo the entire survey, as you know right away if your equipment
fails or if the data are of poor quality.
License-free availability of remote display sharing enables all team
members to share the same real-time view during operations,
ensuring more efficient communication and operations at no extra
cost.

Easy integration with other software solutions

Shibu Vasudevan,
Senior Geomatics Staff, NPCC Survey

All the NaviSuite products facilitate integration with WMS/GIS and
other software solutions through import and export of standard
data formats, reducing the time spent on converting data.

Real-time quality control during operations saves you from having

Optional number and location of surveyors working
with the data at the same time

The software suite offers standard 2D and 3D modelling and visualisation features as
well as 4D capabilities, allowing you to slide between different digital terrain models,
which provides a sound basis for evaluation of the changes to the seabed over time
at a particular site.

2D 3D 4D GIS
Navigation

Planning

Raw data

Interfacing

Time tagging

Positioning

Meta data

Modelling

Geodesy

Analysis

Processed data

Reporting
Recording

Acquisition

Quality control

Cleaning

Validation

Post-processing

What’s included

Training courses

• NaviPac

Why not let EIVA teach your team about EIVA software? Our experienced
instructors will ensure that your crew members are completely up to speed, making
certain that you get the most out of the advanced software’s many features.

• NaviScan
• NaviEdit
• NaviModel
• NaviPlot

We offer training courses at various locations throughout the world, including on
your premises if desired. You can choose between our standard courses on the
offline and online software or have a course tailored to your specific needs.

About EIVA
EIVA is an engineering company with more than 35 years’
experience in the offshore construction and survey industry.
We provide software, hardware and turn-key solutions to a
wide range of segments for virtually any subsea task.

Seeing our solutions out to the deck
The key purpose of our solutions is to optimise our
customers’ marine construction or survey businesses. We
know and understand the challenges they face, and we work
closely together with them in choosing and implementing

Optional extras
•	Tug module

•	Full survey equipment spread – sensors, positioning,
computer, etc

•	Chase boat/Fast route craft (FRC) module

•	Server license

•	Template and foundation positioning module

•	Workshop test license

•	S-CAN software package for automated cleaning of sonar
data

Services available

•	3D pipeline and cable route inspection module

•	Software Maintenance and Support (SMS) programme

•	Scour sonar acquisition module

• Training courses

•	ATTU time tagging unit for high-precision time tagging of
sensor data

• Mobilisation/installation

•	Seismic Trigger for seismic air gun control

•	Dongle replacement programme for lost or broken dongles

•	Barge module

•	Remote license activation by EIVA via phone or email

Software maintenance and 24/7 support programme
To EIVA, a sale goes far beyond delivery of the solution.
Assisting our customers with any question or challenge
that may arise is second nature to us, and we’re constantly
working on improving our software solutions based on
user input, new requirements and latest technology
advancements.

Protect your investment and remain competitive
You can subscribe to our Software Maintenance and
Support (SMS) programme, thereby maximising the benefit
of your investment.

SMS provides you with the possibility of getting in contact
with our help desk 24/7 by phone or email, consequently
minimising downtime. You benefit from the ongoing further
development of the software suite through updates and
upgrades.
This keeps your team up to speed with the newest features,
and you are ensured future-proof software that will allow you
to remain competitive.

EIVA offices
EIVA representatives

the solution that will offer the most value to their often
mission-critical operations with all that implies.

Worldwide customer base and workplace
Our extensive customer base comprises organisations and
companies from the international industry. This means that
our staff are as familiar with the inside of aircraft cabins as
they are with the seabed, due to their travels around the
globe to assist our customers on-site.

T +45 8628 2011 • eiva@eiva.com • eiva.com

